Shrink Wrap Pallet Bags For Shipping, Packaging, and Transporting Products

Shrink Wrap Pallet Bags provide Ultimate weather protection for skidded products.

Our premium pallet bags simplify the shrink wrapping process and help eliminate the problems typically associated with shipping and transporting skidded products. Simply choose a pallet bag that will fit your skid, install the bag over the skidded products, tuck under or around the bottom of skid (if possible), and heat shrink the bag.

- Quick, easy, simple application
- Made in both 4 or 5 mil premium shrink wrap
- More efficient and effective than stretch wrap
- Complete protection
- Waterproof and includes UV inhibitors
- Reduces load transfer movement
- Tamperproof-- you will know if someone has cut the shrink wrapped bag
- Can easily see your products underneath
- Cost effective (much less expensive than building custom sized wooden crates and using cardboard packaging methods)

If you have equipment that is too large for pallet bags, our premium shrink wrap film is the best option. Coming in widths of 12 to 50 feet (4 to 15 meters)– no piece of equipment is too large to wrap!
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